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ENTSO-E represents

43 TSOs
operating electricity 
systems & facilitating 
power markets in

36 countries (EU+8)



Power data (EU+8)



Power data (EU+8) - 2017 Numbers



A pan european transmission map

Produced yearly since 1951. Updated by ENTSO-E since 2009.

A comprehensive illustration of the interconnected networks 
covering all of Europe as far as the Urals and the 
Mediterranean basin.

It displays the transmission grid - high voltage lines, 
substations and power generators.



Some background on data collection

Originally the map was a CAD vector file displaying the 
transmission grid.

In 2009 this map was converted to a GIS format (File 
geodatabase & shapefiles) with ArcGIS Desktop.

In 2017 we engaged ESRI Belux to develop a custom web app 
for the map data collection.
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The problem

Each year more and more data was added to the map.

Each year the time needed to collect, validate and import the 
data increased.

Each year the time required to prepare the layouts and 
published the map increased.

Meanwhile we further expanded the geographic scope 
including more and more countries.



The solution to the collaboration problem

Self service platform for data 
correspondents to map their country. 

ArcGIS Server + MSSQL Database

Custom Javascript frontend 
(ArcGIS JS 3.x + JQuery)

User Authentication, authorization and audit 
log

Developed in collaboration with ESRI Belux



Our publication process - online map

ArcGIS Server
Custom web 
editing tool

Extract to

GeoJson

Compile to Vector Tiles

Style, upload to CDN 
and overlay on OSM 
base layers

Publish on the ENTSO-E 
Website



Our publication process - print maps

ArcGIS Server
Custom web 
editing tool

Sync with ArcGIS 
Desktop

Layouting of the maps

Printing by publisherPlace labels and 
annotation



The benefits

Overall publication time of the map has reduced 
significantly.

Possible to perform ad-hoc updates between official 
releases.

Barrier to further collaboration lowered, easy to onboard 
data correspondents and new data providers.



Where can you view and download it?

entsoe.eu/data/map/
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